the marginal physical products of capital and labor Partially differentiating Euler's Theorem with unchanged is neutral. If the marginal physical product respect to L yields: of labor increases more (less) relative to the marginal physical product of capital, it is a capital-saving =Kf +Lf f (6) LKfKL -LfLL + fL (6) (labor-saving) technological change. The bias of the technological changee (I) can be defined as:
Substituting definitions (1) and (5) and the f= 1 Hicksian neutral derivations from (6) into (4), with some rearranging > 1 Labor-saving (capital-using) of terms, yields: < 1 Capital-saving (labor-using) (2) 
If each factor of production is paid its marginal physical product such that total output is just Equation (7) Johnson's [7] definition of technical progress
No Change

II
No Change over time is:
where X equals time derivative of technical change.
1 For more detail on algebra involved in this derivation see Johnson [7] and Martin [13] .
The key point is that displacement of labor with zation and operation. a labor-saving technology in a given industry would
The question addressed in this section, however, only decrease labor's relative share in that industry if is: What happened to labor's relative share within the elasticity of substitution is greater than one. This is cotton sector? Real farm wages in the South inprecisely what Lianos [11] found to be the case for creased 50 percent from 1952 to 1969, the period of the U.S. agricultural sector in the aggregate since the most rapid rate of adoption of cotton pickers, World War II.
while man-hours devoted to cotton production fell Ferguson and Moroney [4] , however, found that over 80 percent. Furthermore, real value of cotton despite adoption of labor-saving technology in most production, including acreage diversion transfer payindustries in the U.S. manufacturing sector, capital ments, also fell by nearly 60 percent. Moreover, deepening accompanied by an elasticity of factor labor's relative share (SL) in the cotton sector fell substitution less than one resulted in an increase in from 39 percent in 1952 to 22 percent in 1969, a labor's relative share. This implies that there has been decline of 44 percent ( Table 2 ). greater ease of substitution of capital for labor in the The mathematical derivation in the previous U.S. agricultural sector than in the manufacturing section suggests that, given a labor-saving techsector. Hence, in spite of the introduction of labornological change in the cotton sector which displaces saving technology, labor's relative share increased in the industrial sector. In the agricultural sector, however, labor was more easily displaced by capital- urban migration led to difficult socio-economic Price used is a composite of market price and support price adjustment problems for both migrants and affected based on cotton program participation.
cColumn one multiplied by column two divided by cities. For cotton farmers, the capital-intensive nature Column one multiplied by column two divided by column three.
of the new technology drastically altered farm organi- 2 The other labor-intensive activity was "chopping" cotton. This operation has also been largely mechanized.
labor (0 > 1), a decline in cotton labor's relative share Although the Durbin-Watson (d') is in the would require an elasticity of factor substitution inconclusive range and the coefficient of the real greater than one for the U.S. cotton sector (Table 1) .
wage variable is significant only at the 0.15 level, An elasticity of factor substitution greater than one statistical results are consistent with a priori expectawould reflect relative ease of substitution of capital tions. Given the estimated coefficient for the wage for labor in response to a secular increase in the variable, elasticity of factor substitution is 1.5. wage-rental ratio.
An alternative method of estimating elasticity of Time series data on the stock of capital invested factor substitution is suggested by R. G. D. Allen [1, in machinery used in cotton production are not p. 373]. available. Thus, it is not possible to estimate the elasticity of factor substitution (a) based on a CES EL -(1 -S) (a) + (SL) (r7) (12) production function where the capital-labor ratio and the wage-rental ratio are used as explanatory variwhere ables. However, it is feasible with available data, to use two other alternative approaches to estimate .
demand for labor The CES production function may be expressed SL labor's relative share 7 = price elasticity of product demand, and as:
as: _ a/oa = elasticity of factor substitution.
price elasticity of demand for hired farm labor in the where:
United States of -0.49 and for unpaid family labor = output of -3.0. Wallace and Hoover [19] estimated a price capital elasticity of demand for hired and family farm labor L labor of -1.433. Unpaid family labor and operator labor p substitution parameters represent a major portion of the traditional sharep-substitution parameters a!k 1 3, 0 distribution parameters, and cropper cotton labor force which has been replaced tyk, ktQ rate of factor augmentation for capital with the modernization of cotton production. t, t*t = rate of factor augmentation for capital Hence, long-run price elasticities of demand for and labor respectively [11] .
cotton labor of -1.0 and -1.5 appear to be reasonDifferentiating + yQ (a-1) log t (10) Although knowledge of bias of the technological change occurring in a given economic sector may be Based on data in Table 2 , the following estimates indicative of how labor's relative share of output were obtained by ordinary least squares. 3 value may change, knowledge of elasticity of factor substitution of capital for labor is required before any log SL = -0.473 -0.509 log w -0.336 log t (11) conclusive statement can be made about how labor-(0.478) (0.062) saving technology may be affecting labor's relative share. If a capital input can be easily substituted for R 2 = .90 labor, then labor's relative share will tend to decline. d'
1.056 If, however, the ease of substitution of capital for labor is more limited, labor's relative share, even relative share. However, if elasticity of factor subthough a labor-saving technology is being adopted, stitution is greater than one, adoption of a laborcan increase. saving technology will not only displace labor but U.S. cotton production has been rapidly moreover labor's relative share will decline. mechanized in the post World War II period. Given
One concluding caveat is in order. A decline in the relative ease of substitution of capital for labor labor's relative share in a particular industry, or (a> 1) and the labor-saving bias ( > 1) of modern within a given sector, does not necessarily mean that capital inputs such as cotton pickers, U.S. cotton those workers who left the industry or sector are labor's relative share of output has tended to decline worse off. Workers may be able to obtain employsince World War II. ment in another sector. Furthermore, a decline in Knowledge of elasticity of factor substitution labor's relative share implies only that the portion of can be especially important for policy-makers in the value of total output going to labor employed in a developing economies where labor tends to be relagiven sector or industry has declined. The labor share tively abundant. If elasticity of factor substitution is analysis presented in this article is based only on less than one, then adoption of a labor-saving functional distribution of income-it does not explain technology can actually lead to an increase in labor's personal income distribution.
